Negro Is Related To Apes--White People

New discoveries of negro tribes today find them still living under stone age conditions with the split high and low connections with the animal kingdom.

This is the case with the Vadoma tribe which lives along the Zambezi river separating Rhodesia and Mozambique. They live in caves, trees and antbear holes in an inaccessible jungle. They have peculiar feet which are not found on humans. A photograph on this page shows the feet spayed out the center dividing them into two parts. They have no normal toes. Upon learning of this discovery, Liberals claimed this was a deformity and that these tribesmen are not "equal brothers." Not so says Prof. D. P. Abraham, history lecturer at University College of Rhodesia. He says.

"The Vadoma tribe unusual

Negro Skull & Brain

Long the argument has raged--is the negro an ape, or some kind of sub-human? Many scientists have investigated the reasons why no negro has ever been able to trample or rise above. Why have they never contributed to the development of any civilisation (abstractly, abstractly). Toombee, world's greatest historian, why is the negro so savage and rebellious in our big cities? First we look at the fact.

CANA NEGRA AND APE MATE

Next to the question--can the negro and ape mate and produce offspring? The answer is, yes. But the white man has never contributed to the development of any ape and produced conception. In Mexico, some sadistic scientists sought to prove this theory and did mate an ape with a negro woman. A monster type was born, a horrible half-Ape, half-negro female. They named her Julia Pasipati. Long dead now, a photograph was made of her. And is reproduced on the page from the anthropological institute of London, England, she was trained to wear clothes and was taken care of by the Catholic Church in Mexico.

NEGDORAS TAILS

Another researcher, Mr. John W. Marshall of Middle-town, Delaware, has found an old issue of "National Geographic Magazine" which told about anthropologists who discovered bodily of an African negro tribal who had tails and existed only a few hundred years ago.
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Can a Negro and Ape Mate? The answer is yes. But has the white man ever contributed to the development of any ape and produced conception? In Mexico, some sadistic scientists sought to prove this theory and did mate an ape with a negro woman. A monster type was born, a horrible half-Ape, half-negro female. They named her Julia Pasipati. Long dead now, a photograph was made of her. And is reproduced on the page from the anthropological institute of London, England, she was trained to wear clothes and was taken care of by the Catholic Church in Mexico.
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Another researcher, Mr. John W. Marshall of Middle-town, Delaware, has found an old issue of "National Geographic Magazine" which told about anthropologists who discovered bodily of an African negro tribal who had tails and existed only a few hundred years ago.
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